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PUTTING ARITHMETIC PROBLEM WORK ON A
FUNCTIONAL BASIS
CHAPTER I
Introduction
Author it ie8 in the field have long
held the opinion that the arithmetic curric-
ulum need 8 to he revised and a new type of
problem work originated* These authorities
also agree that arithmetic problem work can
be pat on a functional basis only by a con-
sideration of the uses to which arithmetio
is put in the solution of problems arising
in the daily social and business life of
the average individual.
Although numerous attempts have
been made to find a means of putting arith-
metic problem work on a functional basis,
none of these attempts have been successful.
This lack of success may be due
to a mistaken notion of what constitutes
reality.

2Apparently, the way oat is the
informational unit of problem work based
on the child's experience*

Chapter II
Historical Background
I. Authoritative opinion la agreed that a new
type of arithmetic curriculum is needed .
In 1919 Br, Bonser said, 1 "In everyday
life, the facts and processes of arithmetic are
used only in situations requiring relationships
of measurements in units of quantity or value,"
2
Bobbitt suggests pupil activities
and experiences as a basis for problem work on
the basis of informational and reading usage*
Buckingham^ points out*that in life
"no one ever multiplies 847 by 67 except for
a purpose, and that purpose is the solution of
a problem. — -Mere figuring takes place only
in school. In life the problem is the thing;
Bonser, Frederick G., The El ementary School
Curricul urn. MaoMillan Company; New York,
1922, p. 224.
2
Bobbitt, P., "The New Technique of Curriculum
Making," Elementary School Journal
,
September,
1924, p. 4TI
Buckingham & Osburn, The Searchlight Arithmetic,
Introductory Book, Ginn & Company, 1927, pp. 271-
4
4«
and if we would make our sohool life-like, we
should exalt the purposes for which number is
used and pay close attention to problem solving."
Thorndike believes1 that problems
should be solved in sohool to the end that
pupil 8 may solve problems as they occur in
life situations.
2
It is Br. McMurray's opinion that
"the fundamental weakness of arithmetic has
to do with the nature of the subject matter
He says the work in the sohool has developed
the tool without teaching its use. He believes
that we must develop "the facts and processes
of arithmetic as parts of projects requiring
their use as tools and means of interpreta-
tions."
In the course of a class discussion
concerning problem work, Br. Wilson made the
^Thorndike, Edward L., The psychology of Arith-
metic. MacMil lan Company: Boston, 19735, p. 10.
Frank M. , "The Question Arithmetic
is Facing and Its Answer." Teachers' College
Record, June, 1926, pp. 672-61.

statement, "No problem is acceptable unless
the child knows the situation well enough to
use discriminating judgment. Aside from drill
on the fundamentals, children should figure as
adults do—when the need arises, or when work-
ing into an understanding of some business
situation."
Although authorities have agreed that
a new type of problem based on social and bus-
iness usage is needed, it is an idea that has
not been adopted as widely, up to the present
time, ae it deserves, particularly in the
light of the needs of the present social and
eoonomic situation*
II. Research to establ lah minimum essential
s
in processes for use in problem solving stud lee .
Careful research by Wilson, Wise,
Woody, Charters, and others has established
the types of computational skills ordinarily
employed • or not employed - in a
Wilson, C. M. , Class notes.
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variety of life situations.
How the teaching of these processes
is to be applied to a satisfactory form of
arithmetic work is a question to v&ich educa-
tors are trying to find the answer. There
have been numerous research studies made to
establish the elements which influence pupil
success in problem solving.
III. Researches to establish elements which
inf 1 uence pupil suooess in problem solving .
Washburn e and Morphett 1 tried to
find out if children can solve arithmetic
problems presenting situations within their
own experience more readily than they can
solve problems involving unfamiliar situa-
tions.
They found that "whenever a signi-
ficant difference occurs in the percentage
* Washburn e & Morphett, "Unfamiliar Situations
as a difficulty in Solving Arithmetic
Problems," Journal of Educational Research
,
October, 1928, pp. 220-24.
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of children solving correctly two seta of
problems, it is always the problem involving
the more familiar, childlike situation which
gets the higher score,"
Steven's examination of the correla-
tions existing among tests of general reading
ability, arithmetic reading ability, intelli-
gence, arithmetic problem solving, and ability
in the fundamental operations of arithmetic
,
seems to show that ability in fundamental
operations is more closely correlated with
ability in problem solving than is general
reading ability.*
Monroe concluded, after a study of
"how pupils solve problems in arithmetic,"
that a correct answer is no proof of reason-
ing ability, bat may be the result of a habit
2
formed in solving a certain type of problem.
As a result of his study, he reached
1 Stevens, B. A., "Problem Solving in Arithmetic,"
Journal Educational Research
, April-May, 1932,
pp. 253-260.
p
Monroe, Walter S., "How pupils Solve problems
in Arithmetic ," University of Illinois, Urbana
,
Illinois, 1926, pp. 8, 17-19.
/
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the general eoncl us ions that "a large percent
of seventh grade pupils do not reason in
attempting to solve arithmetic problems; many
of them appear to perform almost random calcu-
lations upon the numbers given. When they do
solve a problem correctly, the response seems
to be determined by habit. If a problem is
stated in the terminology with whioh they are
familiar, and if there are no irrelevant data,
their response is likely to be correct. On
the other hand, if the problem is expressed in
unfamiliar terminology, or if it is a "new"
one, relatively few pupils appear to attempt to
reason. They either do not attempt to solve
it or else give an incorrect solution.
"
Hydle and Clapp 1 made a study of fun-
damental difficulties encountered by pupils in
problem solving. Their study indicated that
Hydle, L. L. , & Clapp, Frank L., "Elements of
Difficulty in the Interpretation of Concrete
Problems in Arithmetic," University of Wisconsin,
Bureau of Educational Research Bulletins, 1927,
Madison, Wisconsin, pp. 55-66.

"the thinking of pupils is largely a matter of
visualization. This visualization concerns the
conditions of the problem. Specifically, it
has to do with the objects named in the problem,
the relationships existing among these objects,
the numerical terns in the problem, etc. pupils
learn rather slowly to separate the essential
elements in a problem from those that are non-
essential and to think in terms of general prin-
ciples."
Browne 11 and stretch* undertook an
investigation "for the purpose of discovering
whether children's success In solving arithme-
tic problems is in any way conditioned by the
familiarity or the lack of familiarity in the
setting described in the problem." After a
great deal of study and several alterations in
the conduct of their Investigation, they ad*
mitted that they had found no answer to ques-
tions raised regarding the effect of unfamiliar
1 Browne 11 & Stretch, "The Effect of Unfamiliar
Settings on Problem Solving," Duke University
Press, Durham, N. C, 1931, p. 66.
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Bettings on problem solving, bat added that such
failure did not make the question any the less
important*
Miss White 1
, in her study, "Relation
of an Understanding of the Situations Involved
in Problem and success in its Solution", has
made the most constructive and conclusive
analysis of the elements involved in the arith-
metic problem situation up to the present time*
Her study was based on analysis of 1000 cases.
As a result of this study, she concluded that
problems can be based on fairly universal ex-
periences* To be objective, however, this data
should be gathered from the activities of
children and not solely from the judgment or
imagination of adults. She also decided that a
longer association and experience with small
numbers has allowed these concepts to become
more free from reference to concrete objects.
Objective evidence tends to emphasize the im-
1 White, Helen Mildred, The Relation of an Under-
standing of the Situation Involved in a problem
and Success in its Solution, B. U. TEesis, 1952.
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portanoe of basing oar problems, with the excep-
tion of the easy ones at least, on sit oat ions
which children have experienced.
IV. Attempts already made to pat problem solving
on a functional basis and outcomes of such
attempts .
Research studies on the fundamentals
and the elements involved in problem solving
have led to numerous attempts to pat problem
solving on a functional basis.
Thorndike 1 believes that a new type
of problem is necessary, yet in his attempt to
create an improved type, he has merely suc-
ceeded in making a more detailed statement of
the traditional type of problem.
Example: A vacation trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Sears, with Bath and
Alec, went on a camping trip for their vacation.
They carried a tent, blankets, food, and a
little stove in a wagon. Bath and Alec rode
Thorndike, Edward, The New Meth ode in Arithmetic .
MacMillan Company: Boston, 1926, pp. I2fc, 1£9.
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on their bicycles,
1* They drove north for 2 weeks and 2
days and spent 1 week: and 6 days
coming back. How long was the whole
trip?
2. tfr. and Mrs* Sears drove 4369 miles
in 25 week days. How many miles did
they average a day? Etc,
Buckingham and Osburn 1 accepted the
Thorndike idea of lengthening the problem, but
conceived the problem as essentially a drill
exercise. They greatly multiplied the number
of problems. For example, in their text,
"Searchlight Arithmetic, M Introductory Book
The Zero Combinations they offer a set of
twenty-seven examples similar to the following:
1. (0 plus 3). There were no ducks in
the pond. Then three ran in. How
many ducks were there in the pond?
1 Buckingham & Osburn, The Searchlight Arithmetic
,
Introductory Book. Ginn & Company, 1927,
pp. 271-2.
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iCnight
1
more or less neglects problem
work. He relies on drill for everything,
except, perhaps, some good units on taxes*
MoMurray and Benson2 have made the
nearest approach to overcoming the objections
to the traditional form of problem work and to
setting up the problem as a unit of work. The
weakness in their work lies in the fact that
their unit 8 of work are based on problems con-
cerned with social and economic situations out-
side the child's experience. The table of con-
tents in their text is included here to empha-
size this point
:
Table of Contents
(MeMurray & Benson's Arithmetic)
Chapter
I, Value of a Good Education.
II. Paying for a College Education.
III. Arthur's Private Accounts; The Use He
Made of Banks.
Knight, Studebaker & Ruck, The Standard service
Ari thmetic
.
Grade 4. Scott, foreman & Company:
New York City, pp.""260-86.
2MoMurray Benson Arithmetic. MacMillan Company:
dew York. 1§26, pTTi:
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IV. Investments in Bonds*
V. " " stocks.
VI. A Method of Studying Life Insurance.
VII. Cost of Renting and owning a House.
VIII. Changes in our Occupations and Condi-
tions of Living.
IX. Prominence of Arithmetic in Business
Affairs.
X. Borrowing Money for Use in Business.
XI. How Capital Is Often Obtained and Used
in Business.
XII. How a Bank Serves a community.
XIII. The Cost of the Distribution of Goods.
XIV. Our Food Supply.
XV. Our Supply of Raw Material.
XVI. Our power Supply.
XVII. Complaints about Taxes.
XVIII. Expenses of Federal Government.
XIX. How the Expenses of the Federal Gov-
ernment are Met.
XX. Cost of State and Local Government.
XXI. Conditions for Borrowing Money and
Plans for Paying it Baok.
XXII. The Increase in Government Expense in
Recent Years and Suggestions for
Securing Greater Economy.
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Summary
Problem solving activity at present
is characterized by the spectacle of a large
number of pupils solving problems in arithmetic
by means of type solutions rather than by means
of vital reasoning processes. These children
often seem to perform random calculations upon
the numbers given. The thinking of these pupils
is largely visualization* The factors necessary
to pupil success are the use of small numbers,
and a relationship of the situation involved in
the problem to the oh i Id's experience in reality*
Although authorities have agreed that
a new type of arithmetic problem work is
necessary, and have made many attempts to
originate a type of problem work which will
meet the needs of reality, up to the present
time all such attempts have been more or less
failures*
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Conclusions
The authorities quoted were right in
agreeing that teaching must be "based on reality.
Explanation for their failure to
devise a functional type of problem based on
reality nay be found in the fact that they
misinterpreted the meaning of reality as ap-
plied to the experiences of children of a
given age. Problems about real things are not
necessarily based on reality. Bather, to be
real, problems must be presented in a manner
directly related to reality. This means that
the problem must concern the real life ex-
periences of the persons attempting to solve
them.
As before stated, apparently the way
out is the informational unit of work based
on the child's experience as outlined by Sr.
Wilson. X>r. Wilson offers the following cri-
teria:*
A Wilson, G. M. , "Criteria of the Writ ten problem
in Arithmetic," Education
.
April, 1984, Arith-
metic Number.
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1* It must appeal to the child as a unit
which he understands and needs.
2. Heal experience must be the basis.
3. The child should be able to exercise
judgment in the details of the unit*
4. The unit should be adapted to the
locality and so directly usable and
functional in the life of the child.
6. The purpose of the written problem
work is: to develop judgment in
business situations.
6. Disguised drill on processes is no
part of the purpose of written
problem work.
7. Problem solving should be connected
with a meaningful situation, rather
than solved as isolated problems.
These criteria were accepted by the
writer as a basis of procedure in working out
written problem units.
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Chap ter III
The Teacher's problem
The teacher' 8 problem, in relation
to the arithmetic course of study, was to find
a way of presenting arithmetic that would in-
sure success to a group of girls who had been
transferred to the high school from the grades,
where, due to the fact that they were over age
and school failures, they were misfits.
The first task was to restore to each
girl confidence in her ability to succeed in
arithmetic work:. This called for inculcating
a feeling of security by leading her to a con-
sciousness of mastery of the fundamental pro-
cesses. It also meant giving her definite
knowledge regarding the type of mathematical
facte required for the solution of problems
likely to be encountered in practical, daily
life situations; leading her to recognize the
fact that she daily solves many arithmetic
problems correctly; and assuring her that in
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relation to her life experience these problems
are about as difficult as she will ever be
called upon to sol re. (This is intended to im-
ply the idea that pupils - as people - will be
called upon to solve life problems, depending
upon environmental factors and native capacity*)
In the group there were fifteen girls,
most of whom were former eighth grade pupils,
although a few had been seventh grade pupils.
There was a difference of practically five
years in the chronological age range of these
girls. It ranged from 13.10 - 16.5. There was
an equally wide range in mental age, from 10*9
to 15.10. The youngest girl in the group had
the highest intelligence, I. Q. 96. The low-
est I. Q. in the group was 68.
Since experience had proved the tra-
ditional type of curriculum tins uited to the
needs of these girls* the teacher decided to
see if the informational unit might not serve
to make problem work more vital and interest-
ing to them.
1(
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Chapter IV
The Info una ti ona 1 Unit of work
I* Preliminary drill on fundamentals for accuracy
Before starting work on the problem,
the girls were given an intensive drill on the
four fundamentals. The purpose of this drill
was to insure accuracy; to give each girl con-
fidence in her ability in the use of the fun-
damental processes; to lead her to see number
relationships; and to help her to acquire speed
in computation*
II. Iteveloping the informational unit as a
basis for arlthmet ic pr ob le m work
Problem work with the informational
unit as a means of instruction was started the
first week in January and continued until the
end of the school year. The problem chosen
was that of selecting, hiring am equipping a
two room apartment.
The teacher began the work by discus-
sing with the girls their previous experiences
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with arithmetic problems* Encouraged by the
teacher, the girls criticized the traditional
type of problem very freely. Their remarks
furnished ample Justification for a departure
from the traditional type of problem.
Then the teacher told them what she
considered would be a sensible type of problem
work - problem work based on life experience
and needs. She told the girls she had often
noticed that ohildren who got problems wrong
in school were practical shoppers*
As the girls discussed their own shop-
ping experiences , an extensive knowledge of
commodities and commodity values and prices
was displayed. The teacher told them she had
often overheard other teachers remark, "These
ohildren don't get along very well in school,
but they manage to get along in life after they
leave school. 11 This statement, the teacher
said, made her think there was something wrong
with what is taught in school. She asked the
girls their opinions. They agreed most
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heartily. Thee the teacher asked the girle if
they would like to help her work oat a new kind
of arithmetic problem - a kind of problem that
everyone could do and get right* Most decidedly,
the girle wanted to help work oat such a problem.
Then the teacher told the girle they
ougit to ehoose a problem that everyone knew
about. She asked them if they would like to
plan the furnishing of an apartment. This idea
appealed to the girls
.
The first decision the girls had to
make was that of where the apartment was to be
located. All said they preferred their own
town or somewhere in the vicinity beoause they
knew more about it. Rents were then discussed.
Amount to be paid for rent
All agreed that it would be impossible
to rent the kind of apartment they would want
to live in for less than fifty dollars a month.
At this point, the teacher thought it
wise to tell the girls some facts about budget-
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ing . She told them that most authorities thougit
it wleeet not to plan to spend more than 2Jb% for
rent, and that it was better to spend nearer ZQ%»
She also suggested that the girls decide how
much income they needed to have in order that
expenditure coald be planned in accordance with
income •
She asked them if they coald figure
out how much income they would need per month
if $50 was to represent £5$ of their income.
After a little effort, the girls were able to
figure that a month's salary would usually
equal four times as much as a week's salary,
so a month's rent would equal approximately
one week's salary. The girls liked the idea
of an income of $200 a month very much.
Choosing the apartment
The teacher then asked them if they
would like to find out what kind of an apart-
ment they could rent for $60. The girls thought
that a good idea and said they would try to
find out before coming to school the next day.
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The nest day the teacher asked the
girls if they had found oat anything about
apartment rente. Most of the girls had either
looked at apartments or hunted in the news-
papers* Some of the girls had found out how
much rent their parents were paying. The
teacher listed the apartments on the black-
hoard as the girls told about them, somewhat
as follows;
Type 8 of apartments that can be rented
for fifty dollars :
1. Six rooms - apartment in which one of
the girls lived.
2. Four rooms - Beacon Hill*
3. Two rooms - kitchenette - dinette -
refrigeration - parking space - Brighton.
4. Six rooms - single garage - fireplace -
white sink - tiled bath - shower -
Belmont.
5. Five rooms - fireplace - janitor service
hot water - steam heat - Washington
Street, Brookllne.
6. Five rooms - two bedrooms - kitchen -
dining room - janitor service - steam
heat - hot water - refrigeration -
Naples Road, Brookllne.
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7. Four rooms - furnished - heat - garage -
Wo 1laston.
8. Five rooms - two family house - steam
heat - garage • refrigeration - Brighton
9. Five rooms - first floor - sun poroh -
heated - hot 'sater - refrigeration -
Brown Street, Brookline.
When the blackboard list was completed,
the teaoher asked the girls which apartment they
would choose* That was a hard question to answer
A great many things had to be considered. The
teacher suggested that the girls tell her some
of the questions to be considered in looking
at an apartment. As the girls enumerated, the
teacher listed the questions to be considered
on the blackboard. The questions were as
follows:
1. Where is it located?
2. Is the heat furnished?
3. Is hot water furnished?
4. How many rooms are there?
6. What kind of interior finish has it?
6. How old is the house?
7. Has It elevator service?
6. In what kind of a neighborhood is it?
9. Has it refrigeration?
10. Has it switchboard service?
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Practice in eval oat lug
For several days following this dis-
cussion, the girls went apartment hunting and re
ported in class their experiences. There were
many lively class discussions regarding the
relative values of the ten points above cited*
Every girl wanted to live in a first-
class neighborhood and have all modern conven-
iences in her apartment. Some of the girls
wanted to start with apartments as large as
those in which their families were living*
Two or three were determined to buy houses in-
stead of paying $60 a month rent to the land-
lord.
Some of the points brought out to
discourage those who wanted to live in large
apartments or to buy houses were:
1. Large apartments take more furniture
than small ones and we can't spend
more than $300.
2. We can buy better furniture for two
rooms for that amount than we can
for five or six rooms.
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3. If we are going to keep on working
until this depression is over, we
can't talcs care of so many rooms, and
we won't be home to use them anyway.
4« We don't need a dining room. A dinette-
kitchenette will do just as well for
now, and we won't need to hoy dining
room furniture*
Regarding the house, the girls' atten-
tion was oalled to a recent article published
in the local newspaper about the tax rate* Other
expenses such as necessary capital, mortgage
interest, insurance, water rates, possible re-
pairs, heating and expenses of general upkeep
were discussed and contrasted with values re-
ceived, such as, heating, hall lighting, janitor
service, gas range, hot water, and electric re-
frigeration - in addition to actual floor space
when a small apartment is hired*
Apartment chosen
The consensus of opinion finally led
to the decision that it would be best at present
to hire a small apartment consisting of a
living room, bedroom, kitchenette-dinette, and
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bath. Heat, hot water, and gas range were fur-
nished, also the electric refrigerator, hat not
the electric current. The installation of
electric refrigeration throughout the apartment
house had been so costly the owner did not think
she eould afford to furnish free refrigeration
the first year. However, she agreed that if they
continued to live in the apartment, she would
furnish free refrigeration after the first year.
The apartment house was well built and
located in a first class neighborhood. The in-
terior finish was pleasing, the wood work of
good quality and finish, and the ceilings in
good condition. The ovaier agreed to scrape and
refinish the floors and repaper all the rooms,
allowing the new tenants to choose their own
wall papers. This pleased the girls very much
in view of the fact that it gave them a chance
to work oat their own color schemes.
Since the apartment was on the first
floor, elevator service - the house had none -
was not important. The girls decided that
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switchboard service was a luxury for which
they could not afford to pay.
The apartment chosen, the problem of
expenses incidental to the leasing of an apart-
ment had to be discussed* The teacher suggested
that the girls question their parents about
leases and promised to bring her own lease to
school the nest day in order to read it to the
girls.
The following day the group discussed
leasee. Nearly all objected to the idea of
signing a paper that would make it difficult to
move if they wanted to do so. However, they
reconciled themselves to the necessity, because
they had learned that it is the practice of
landlords in their town to require a lease.
The teacher read her lease to the
girls, but there was no lengthy discussion, the
terminology being too difficult. The main
points brought out were:
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1. The generalization that a lease is
binding and cannot he broken except
for specific reasons, which mast he
proved.
2. A lease is binding for the term
stated - in this case, one year*
3. This means that one mast plan to live
in the apartment for one year and pay
twelve times one month's rent.
4. Reckoned by the year, 12 s $60 equals
$600,
6. $600 is a great deal of money.
6. If one mast pay that much money for
shelter alone, one most be careful
how to apportion the expenditure of
the balance of her money.
The lease signed, the next step to he
taken in working oat the problem was that of
paying the first month's rent. Payment was to
be made in advance by check. The girls did not
know how to make oat a check, so the teacher
showed them how.
Checks had previously been secured
from one of the banks in the town. Each girl
was given a regular bank check. The teacher
taught the group how to make oat the stab before
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f 11 ling out the check.
After the girls had been taught to
fill oat the check in payment for the first
month 1 8 rent, the teaoher taught them to make
oat a ooonter check and a deposit slip. There
was no drill except in case of errors. The
greatest difficulty was that of making oat the
stub for the check.
Arranging for gas and electric service
The apartment leased, and the first
month's rent paid, the girls had next to con-
sider the problem of gas and electricity for
lifting and cooking.
One of their number telephoned the
gas company and the electric light company to
find oat if it would be necessary to make a
deposit before either company would render
service. In each case, she learned that in
this city a deposit Is not required. This
possible Item of expense was saved.
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Telephone eervioe
Telephone service was the girls 1 nest
consideration. All looked upon telephone
service as a necessity.
Before making arrangements with the
telephone company for connecting the telephone,
the girl 8 had to decide what were the various
types of service rendered and for which they
could afford to pay. The first part of this
problem was answered as follows:
1* A one party line - 75 calls - $4.50.
2. A two party line - 50 calls - $3.25.
2. Unlimited service - 1 party - $6.50.
4. Unlimited service - 2 party - $4.50.
5. Nickel phone - 60 calls - #5.00.
Class discussion on problems Involved
in oho ice of service followed. The reasons
agreed upon to govern choice of service were;
1. The number of persons In the family;
2. The occupations and outside interests
of the members of the family;
3. The number of people expected to be
in the apartment during the daytime;
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4. How many rooms;
5* The type of service which promised to
fit best into the girls' plan to
economize in the operating expenses
of the apartment*
The girls decided that the type of
service which seemed to best fulfill the above
requirements was - 2 party - 50 calls - $3.25 -
a charge of 2><j, being made for each additional
call* The reasons for this choice were the
following;
1* The telephone was regarded as a protec-
tion:
a* In case of illness;
b. In case of accident;
c. In case of any sadden emergency*
2* As a necessity for incoming messages
relating to business*
3* It was not to be considered as social
equipment - such equipment being con*
aider ed a luxury in this Instance*
4* The girl b expected to be away during
the day, so would not need a telephone
during that time*
A talk with a cleric in the telephone
office concerning the expense of installing
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service elicited the following information:
1* If there is a telephone already in the
apartment, the cost of installation
will be $2.
2. If there is no telephone already in
the apartment, the cost of installation
will he $3*
3. If there is a telephone in the apartment
and you have it moved to a new location,
the cost will be $3.
4. If yoa are occupying the apartment, and
wish the telephone moved, the cost will
be $2*
Since there was a telephone already,
the girls had to figure on #2, in addition to
the $50 to be paid for the first month's rent
as a part of the cost of establishing them-
selves in their apartment*
Furnishing the apartment
The rent paid, gas, electricity and
telephone arrangements made, the girls decided
that it was time to move into their apartment.
But they had no furniture.
Boring the course of apartment hunt-
ing and the making of preliminary arrangements.
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some of the girls had been shopping and were
now ready to offer suggestions to the Glass
regarding the best stores In which to hoy fur-
niture and to give a general idea about the
types of furniture best suited for an apart*
ment the size for which they were planning.
However, they were inclined to buy
what they wanted, in preference to weighing
values. For this reason, the teacher led the
group into a discussion to determine the size
of the furniture allowance*
The girls, lacking experience, had
very vague notions of the cost of apartment
furnishings, so the teacher offered them the
necessary guidance* In giving this guidance,
she told them about her own experience in
planning and purchasing the furnishing of a
similar apartment* Then the teacher showed
them a booklet made by a member of a class in
the Continuation school in Springfield, ilass.l
Mrs* Ells, a former student of Dr. Wilson's,
was the instructor.
n
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Thia booklet contained pictures of rooms, pic-
tures of the individual pieces of furniture in
each room, and itemized price lists* It pleased
the girls so much that they chose to use it as
a guide in planning their apartment, and in
making similar booklets. In cases where they
questioned the choice of furnishings, they
either decided to make substitutions or not to
buy the article* These changes, however, were
made in each Instance after a group discussion
of the problems involved.
The price lists in the Springfield
booklet were used for guidance and comparison*
The girls found a study of prices in two dif-
ferent cities very interesting. They also
found that they could buy much more cheaply if
they watched sales and made purchases piece by
piece. (The teacher recognized the limitations
of this plan in an actual situation where some
things must be bought regardless of sales, but
she thought it wise to teach the girls as a
general policy to weigh carefully the necessity

and advisability of making expenditures.)
Items especially discussed in class were:
1* Reasons for difference in rent in the
two cities.
2. The fact that it was necessary to pay
a deposit for the use of the electric
meter and the gas meter in Springfield,
while there was no such requirement
in Brookline or Boston.
3. Choice and cost of installing the
telephone
.
4. Choice and cost of furniture.
5. Color schemes
•
6. Types and styles of furniture.
7* Advisability of spending large amounts
for kitchen utensils* etc. (The girls
decided it wiser to pay the largest sums
for the more permanent articles of fur-
niture, and smaller sums for such articles
as kitchen utensils, which could be re-
placed with utensils of a finer quality
at a later date* after the apartment
had been more completely furnished.)
8. Total cost per room*
9. Total cost of furnishing the apartment.
10. Total necessary expenditure.
11* Comparison of actual cost with anticipated
cost •
The following summary sheets are included
to illustrate the manner in which this study was
worked out on the blackboard.

KITCHEN
Kitchen Stove - Furnished
Electric Refrigeration - Furnished
Color Sohene - Yellow and Green
Furniture Number Allowed Paid
Bread Box 1 $ .20 $ .69
Cannister Set 1 .50 .00
Clock • Electric 1 • 79 • 69
Congoleum, 9 x 12 1 5.00 5.00
Curtain Rods, for all rooms 11 1.70 • 20
Curtains 2 Pr. 1.58 •56
Electric Bulbs 8 .48 .20
Flat Iron 1 1.00 1.16
Hammer 1 • 25 .10
Ironing Board 1 1.49 .95
Kitchen Towel Rack 1 .10 .10
Match Box Holder 1 .10 • 10
Oil Cloth Rurner 1 .10 .00
Shelf Oil Cloth 2 Yds. .06 .00
Table and Four Chairs Set 8.95 4.60
Tacks for General Use (assorted) Box .10 .10
Waste Basket 1 .20 .10
Total $22.59 $14.65
Allowed $22.59
Spent 14.65
Difference $7.94 Saved
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Price price
linen Number Allowed paid
Dish Towels 3 $ .30 $ ,30
Table Cloth and Four Napkins .59 2.00
Total $.89 #2.30
Spent $2.30
Allowed .69
difference $1.41 Spent Extra
Price prioe
China and Silver Number Allowed paid
Batter Knife 1 $ .10 #.10
Forks 4 .40 .80
Pruit Dish 1 .50 .10
Knives 4 .40 .80
Salt and Pepper Shakers 1 2a. .10 .10
Sherbert Bishes 4 .40 .80
Set of Dishes 40 Pes. 4.65 2.65
Soap Spoons 4 .40 .56
Sugar Shell 1 .10 .10
Teaspoons 4 .20 1.12
Tomblers 4 .10 .40
Total $7.33 |7.73
Spent $7 . 73
Allowed 7.33
difference $ .40 Spent Extra

Cooking Utensils Number
Price
Allowed
Price
Paid
Batcher Knife 1 $ .10 $ .10
Can Opener 1 .10 .10
Coffee Percolator 1 • 40 .49
Colander 1 .20 .10
Doable Boiler 1 • 20 .20
Egg Beater 1 .10 .10
Prying Pan 1 .20 .10
Garbage Container 1 • 20 •49
Electric Toaster 1 • 19 •35
Grater 1 .10 .10
Holders Set of 3 •25 .15
Hot Pad
8
Set of 3 • 25 .10
Knife Sharpener 1 .10 • 20
Meat Grinder 1 .00 1.00
Mixing Spoons 2 • 20 .10
Nest Of Bcwis Set of 3 .50 1.75
Paring Knife 1 .10 .10
Potato Masher 1 • 25 • 10
Sauce Pans and Covers 3 .60 .40
Strainer 1 .10 .10
Tea Kettle I • 96 .00
Tea Pot 1 .25 • 25
Total $4.36 |6.46
Spent $6 .48
Allowed 4.38
Bifference $2.10 Spent Extra

Cleaning Utensils Number
Price
Allowed
price
Paid
Bottle Brash 1 $ .10 t .10
Broom 1 .25 .10
Carpet Sweeper 1 2.00 1.25
Cleaning Brash 1 .10 .10
Hash Drainer .10 .00
Dish Mop 1 .10 .10
Dish Pan 1 .20 .00
Clothes pins 40 .10 .10
Buster 1 • 25 .00
Bust Mop and 0' Cedar Polish 1 .69 .20
Bast Pan 1 .10 .10
Liquid wax and Brush 1 .00 1.00
Mop 1 .10 .20
Mop Pail 1 .25 .10
Soap Dish 1 .10 .10
Vegetable Brush .10 .10
Wash Board .10 .00
Whisk Broom .25 .10
Total |4.69 $2.65
Allowed $4.89
Spent 3.65
Difference $1.24 Saved
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w leaning xt lu.hu us j\iuiuoe r
Price
All AUfAA i low© a
price
pa lo.
Soap 2 Bars $ .10 $ .10
Lux Flakes 2 Bxs. .20 .10
Chipso 2 B*8. .SO • 23
Drano 1 Can .12 .12
Dutch Cleanser 2 Cans .16 .14
Brillo 1 Box .15 .10
Palmo live Soap 2 Bars .16 .10
Total $1.19 $ .89
Allowed -—$1.19
.89
Biffer ence $ .20 Saved
Totals for Kitchen Allowed paid
Furniture $22.59 $15.01
Linen • 69 2.30
China and Silver 7.23 7.73
Cooking Utensils 4.38 6.46
Cleaning Utensils 4.69 3.65
Cleaning Products 1.19 .89
$ 41.27 $36.06
Total Spent -'36.06
Total Allowed 4 1 .27
Difference 45. Z\ Saved Extra
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Bathroom - Yellow and Green Uumber
Price
Allowed
Price
Paid
Clothes Hamper 1 $1.00 $1.00
Curtains 1 pr. .79 .29
Face Cloth Raok 1 .10 .10
Face Cloths 2 .06 .16
Paoe Towel Hacks 2 .20 .10
Pace Towels * .30 .76
Bug 1 .60 .66
Soap Bish for Bath Tat 1 .10 .10
Stool 1 .80 .69
Tooth Brush Rack .10 .10
Tumbl er .10 .10
Tumbler Rack .10 .10
Bath Towels 4 .00 .79
Cleaning Brush 1 .00 .10
Total $4.14 $4.92
Spent $4.92
Allowed 4. 14
Difference $ .78 Spent Extra
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Bedroom - Maple - Green and Brown Number Allowed
xTic e
paid
Bed 1 $ 3.00 $13.95
Bed Lamp 1 1.00 1.00
Bed Spread 1 2.00 1.95
Blankets (all wool
)
10.00 2.49
Chair - Boudoir 1 3.95 3.95
Chest of Drawers 1 4.95 19.75
Clothes Hangers IE .30 .00
Congoleum, 9 x 12 1 8.00 .00
Curtains 2 Pr. 3.00 2.00
Mattress 1 15.00 .00
Mattress (Inner Spring) X .00 19.75
Mirror 1 2.00 3.95
Pillow Cases 4 1.00 .46
Scarf 1 1.00 1.00
Pillows 2 4.50 4.50
Scatter Rugs - Administer 3 4.06 .00
Scatter Rugs - Hooked 3 .00 5.70
Sheets 3 2.07 1.76
Spring 1 5.95 .00
Toilet Set 3 Pes. 3.00 2.17
Waste Basket 1 .10 .10
Total $74.90 $64.52
Spent $64.52
Allowed 74.90
Difference $9.62 Spent Extra
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Living Boom - Mahogany
Brown, Green and Gold
Banjo Clock
Book Trough End Table
Bridge Lamp
Candy Hi eh
Couch
Lounging Chair
Martha Washington Chair
Curtains
Doilies - Tapestry
Gate Leg Table
Overdrape
s
Picture Frame
Pictures
Hug - Asminister
Bug - American Oriental
Set
Sofa Pillows
Table Lamp
Allowed
Spent
Differ ence
Number
price
Allowed
price
Paid
1 $ 10.00 $ 3.00
1 ^ .95 2.25
1 1 • 77
1 .50 • 10
1 .00 34.75
1 .00 25.00
1 .00 14.50
3 Pr. 6.00 3.00
2 1 .75 .00
1 6 .48 4.98
3 pr. 15.00 • 00
1 .50 .00
2 2.00 .00
1 15.95 .00
1 .00 26.65
3 Pes. 49.00 .00
2 2.00 .00
1 3.00 2.00
Total $121.13 #118.30
#121.13
116.30
$ 2.83 Saved
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Budget Summary
Amount Spent in Hiring and Furnishing the Apartment
Allowed Paid
Kitchen Total f 21.27 $ 26.06
Bathroom Total 4.14 4.92
Bedroom Total 74.90 84.52
Living Boom Total 121.13 116.30
Furnishing Total $231.44 $242.60
Spent $242.80
Allowed 231.44
Difference $ 12.34 Spent Extra
Furnishing Total $231.44 $243.80
Telephone Installed 2.00
Gas Meter 5.00
Electric Light Meter 5.00
First Month's Rent 30.00 50.00
Grand Total $271.44 $295.60
Spent $295.60
Allowed 271.44
Lifferenoe $ 22.36 Spent Extra (over Springfield
allowance)
Budget Allowance $300.00
Spent 295.60
Difference $ 4.20 Saved on budget
allowanoe
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Anticlpat infe the total operating expense for the
year
After furnishing the apartment, the
girls thought they would like to figure the
yearly operating expense in order to anticipate
the budget allowances and problems. Here again
the teacher was able to help the girls by obtain-
ing actual monthly bills covering a period of
one year*
The following information was put on
the blackboard in the girls' presence. Operat-
ing expenses for each month were discussed
separately. Comments were made about:
1. Variation in gas bill, due to:
a. Change in habits.
b. different type and amounts of
cooking required various seasons
of the year.
£• The monthly rent which always remained
the same.
3. Refrigeration which was a fixed charge.
4. The size of the electric light bill
which varied according to the length
of day at different seasons of the
year, and was influenced by the extent
to which the radio was run - this
varied with habits that were influenced
by the seasons.
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5. The size of the telephone bill which
was likely to be influenced by the
number of people in the family - as
well as by the care exercised by in-
dividual members of the family.
Telephone Gas Electricity Rent Refriger
Jan* $ 3.25 SI .60 $ 4.10 $50.00 $ 2.60
Feb. 3.21 1.40 3.90 50.00 2.50
March 3.40 1 .00 50.00 2.50
April 3.25 1.00 3.90 50.00 2.50
May ? 9fi 2.80 50.00
June 3.25 1.00 2.60 50.00 2.50
July 3.25 1.00 2.00 50.00 2.50
August 2 .25 1.00 2.00 50.00 2.50
Sept* 3.50 1.00 2.25 50.00 2.50
Oct. 3.25 1.20 2.50 50.00 2.50
Nov. 3.43 1.20 2.00 50.00 2.50
free • 3.25 1.50 2.00 50.00 2.50
Total $39.64 $13.60 $ 33.35 $600.00 $30.00
After the above record was completed on
the blackboard, the girls were asked to find the
total expenditure for each item. There was no
question regarding the proper method of securing
the result, and no errors in computation. Every
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girl finished within a reasonable time. The
teaoher then suggested that the girls find the
total cost of shelter and operating for a year*
Individual girls were called upon to name the
item and amount spent for it while the teacher
wrote on the blackboard.
When the girls had calculated the total
yearly cost of each item in the yearly operating
expense account, the teacher suggested that they
find the total operating cost. The total yearly
operating cost was calculated as follows:
Telephone $ 29.64
Gas 13.80
Electricity 53. 56
Bent 600.00
Re fr i gerat ion SO. 00
Grand Total $ 716.79
Having found the actual monthly and
yearly expenditure for each item represented in
the operating cost of the apartment, the teacher
suggested to the girls that it might be a good
idea to find a means of estimating ahead of
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tlme possible expenditures for these items* She
told them that this could be done by finding the
average monthly expenditure for eaoh item* To
illustrate to the girls the correct method to use
in calculating an average, she listed* with the
help of the girls the gas bill for each month on
the blackboard, Then she told them that they
could find the average if they divided the total
gas bill for the year by twelve, since there are
twelve months in a year.
The girls and the teacher figured out
the average monthly gas bill as follows:
Jan. $ 1.60
Feb. 1.40
March 1.00
April 1.00
May .90
June 1.00
July 1.00
August 1.00
Sept • 1.00
Oct. 1.20
Nov. 1.20
Deo. 1.50
12 / 13.80
| 1.15
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Then the girls found the average
monthly hill for each remaining Item of oper-
ating expense without help from the teacher*
They had no difficulty in computing
these averages, In fact, at no point in the
working oat of this informational unit of
problem work in arithmetic, had the girls ex-
perienced any particular difficulty. However,
by the time the girls had finished working out
the problems involved in renting, furnishing
and planning the operating expenses of an apart-
ment, it was too late in the year to work out
other problems that they anticipated as necessary
to be solved while living in their apartment.
Time spent in work ing out the apartment budget
problem
The actual work on the problem includ-
ing shopping, classroom discussions , blackboard
work necessary to demonstrate to the girls the
method of organisation of number facts - and
necessary to give the class a common basis for
discussion «•, searching for and. cutting out pic-
tures and making charts for their budget books,
Buaton University
ocheol of Education
iibrar/ .
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designing and ma icing covers and assembling the
books, covered a period of a boat four months.
All figuring was carried on as a joint
activity, the teacher leading the disease ion and
writing on the blackboard; while the girls took
part in the discussion, and either jotted down
figures at the time or completed copies of
statistics from the blackboard daring free time.
Each girl was held strictly responsible
for a complete record of all class activities,
as well as for her own individual work, which
included shopping and making her booklet. Each
girl made an acceptable booklet before receiving
her final grade for the semester. Moreover, each
girl very obviously enjoyed her work in arithmetic,
a novel experience for most of them.
The method used in developing the informational
unit of arithmetic problem work
The method used in the development of
the informational unit was that of a step develop-
ment, based upon the situation as it ocourred
in reality. Following are the developmental
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steps, listed in the order in wich they were
taken:
I. The motivation leading to the idea in-
volved in the unit of work;
II. Presentation of the idea involved in
the informational unit of work —
in the ease of this experiment, plan-
ning of an apartment home;
III* Determining the amount of money the
girl 8 were able to spend for rent;
IV. Finding oat kind of apartment could
hire for amount;
7. Deciding which of these apartments is
most suited to needs and convenience;
VI. Signing the lease;
VII. Making out the check in payment for
the first month's rent;
VIII. Arranging for gas and electric service;
IX. Finding out different types of electric
service available and choosing types
best suited to needs and pooketbook;
X. Planning the furnishing of the apartment;
XI. Buying the furniture;
XII. Totaling expenditures, and checking
with allowance;
XIII. Anticipating necessary yearly expenditures
in an effort to develop yearly budget;
XIV. Looking ahead to future problems that
may need to be solved.
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The teacher's constant aim was to
make all teaching simple and direct, subor-
dinate units of work, incidental to the solv-
ing of the major problem, were worked out as
they occurred in the situation*
Wherever drill was necessary, it
was given; otherwise, there was no drill. Such
drill as was given, was based specifically upon
problems that might be directly related to this
particular unit of information; as in the case
of finding the average monthly bill for other
items of operating cost after the teacher had
taught the girls how to find the average
monthly gas bill, rather than upon problems
oho sen from a textbook.
III. Evaluation
Needless to say, the familiar stand-
ardized arithmetic problem test could not be
considered an adequate measure of achievement
in problem solving, as evidenced by the girls
who worked on this problem.
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Probably the best test of saeh
achievement woald be that of checking the
achievement of each girl in the group by the
criteria accepted as indicative of the objec-
tives of problem solving in connection with the
informational unit. The following criteria
suggested by Br. Wilson and accepted as the
standard in the working oat of this problem,
is offered as the test for evaluating the
achievement of these girls in working out their
informational unit of arithmetic problem work:
1* Bid it appeal to each girl as a unit
which she understood and needed?
2. Was real experience the basis?
3. Was each girl able to exercise judgment
in the details of the unit?
4. Was the unit adapted to the locality
and so directly usable and functional
in the life of the girl?
5. Was the purpose of the written problem
work: to develop judgment in business
situations, achieved?
6. Was problem solving connected with a
meaningful situation, rather than with
isolated problems?
7. Was disguised drill on the processes
the purpose of the written problem
work?
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In the judgment of the teacher, the
answer to each of the first six questions is,
"yes", and the answer to the seventh question
is , "no
.
n
If this standard of evaluation is
accepted as the correct standard for achieve-
ment in the working oat of the informational
unit of arithmetic problem work, it would seem
that the informational unit, as a means of
putting arithmetic problem work on a functional
basis, is a satisfactory method*
The following booklet is offered as
evidence of the achievement of one of the
girls in the group.
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IV. Educational implications
I. Good judgment is a perequiaite for
success in problem solving*
II. In order to exercise judgment, it is
necessary for a pupil - or an adult *
to have a knowledge of the total
situation.
III. For this reason, the informational unit
offers a distinct means of educating
the individual.
IV. It is time to scrutinize the arithmetic
curriculum - and to act on the findings
of such a scrutiny.
V. The traditional arithmetic curriculum
is responsible for much pupil failure.
VI. Although not the only cause of failure
in the case of the girls in this group,
it contributed more than any other
factor to their failure.
VII. The arithmetic curriculum needs'to be
reorganized on the philosophy of
individual differences and life usage.
VIII. An arithmetic curriculum based on
individual differences may necessitate
a program organized with regard to
sex differences, as well as differences
of capacity, interests and aptitudes.
IX. The establishment of a feeling of
confidence and security eliminates
the problems of failure and cheating.
X. In teaching there should be less
dependence on transfer of training
and more upon direct and specific
instruction.
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XI. This wo aid necessitate a eritical
study of the way children of varying
capacities learn.
XII. Written work should be carefully
examined to determine causes of
errors.
XIII. Only in this way can a practical
remedial program be devised.
XIV. There is need of a type of differ-
ential curriculum and grouping not
existing in most high schools at
the present time.
XV. Too much research has been based on
statistical surveys.
XVI. Analysis and evaluation of curricula,
courses, and teaching methods on the
basis of life needs and processes is
needed.
XVII. Education should aim to inculcate a
problem solving attitude toward life
situations •
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APPENDIX
When the girls had finished work on
the problem of furnishing their apartment, it
was too late in the year for them to work oat
other problems that might arise* They did.
however, with the help of the teacher, outline
the following problems, in addition to the
problem of selecting, hiring and furnishing
an apartment, which they said they would like
to work out. They said they would call the
complete outline a course in household account-
ing.
Course in Household Accounting
I* Selecting, hiring and furnishing an
apar tment
.
Lea se for two room apartment.
Bank deposit slips.
Checks for each of payments due for
one month.
Monthly statement checked.
Furnishings for apartment on a
limited budget.
Running expenses of an apartment for
a year;
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Gas
Electric ity
Telephone
Cleaning
laundry
II. Personal expenses:
Clothing for two people.
Dentist's bills.
Doctor's bills.
Poll tax.
Transportation
•
Miscellaneous expenses.
Betterments - magazines, books,
theater, concerts, trips, etc.
III. Savings account.
Cooperative Bank shares toward pur-
chase of a home.
Insurance (life - endowment, etc.)
Fire and theft.
(No automobile allowed.)
Other suggested smaller problems that
may be considered as problems based on reality,
and particularly interesting to girls, are:
I. Making a cake - dividing or increasing
recipe - knowledge of teaspoons, etc.
1. Determined by number of people to
be served.
2. Dividing or increasing amount of
each ingredient.
3. Use of table in the cookbook for
this purpose.
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II* Making a dress . Amount of material
dependent:
1. Upon nap of goods - velvet, certain
kinds of woolens.
2. pattern of material -
a. plain
b. Figured
c. Stripes
d. Plaid
3. Long or short sleeves.
4. Same pattern to be used for:
a* Street dress
b« Formal afternoon dress
c. Evening dress
5. Trimming of material or of con-
trasting material*
III. Making curtains.
1 • Length
a. To window sill or below
b. Allowance to be made for
1. Shrinkage
2 Trimming
3. Hems - top and bottom
4. A tuck at the top to
1st out if curtain
shrinks in washing.
IV. Planning a pleated skirt.
1. Measuring the length of skirt.
2. Measuring the waistline.
3. Figuring how many pleats, and
the space to be allowed between
each pleat
•
4. Figuring how deep can turn in
the cloth for each pleat.
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V. Figuring how much nap thai ine is
necessary for a given amount of closet
sp ac e •
1. A ten oent size bos is said to
protect a given number of cubio
feet.
2. Note how much nap thai ine in a
package.
3. Find how many cubic feet In the
closet. To do this, look up the
table of cubio measure.
4. Find out total amount of naptha-
line needed,
VI. A friend had moved into a new house.
The old curtains are too short for the
windows. The curtains are 3' 6" long.
The bottom hem is 3" wide and the top
hem is 1" wide. The curtains needed to
be 12" longer; she had a piece of
chintz 1 yard wide and 3/4 yard long.
She wanted to use this to lengthen the
curtains by adding a wider piece of
chintz at the bottom and a narrower
piece of chintz at the top.
VII. In adapting a cooking recipe, one must
sometimes know how many teaspoons in a
cup. Find out by consulting the table
of measurements in the cookbook.
It
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VIII. Making bias binding.
1. determine width wanted.
2. Figure how wide and how long
will have to cat bias piece of
cloth in order to make allow-
ance for:
a. Width to be tarned in on
each side.
b. Doubling after edges are
turned.
c. Total length.
IX. Checking the laundry.
1. Number of articles of a given
variety.
2. Total cost of each variety of
article.
3. Total bill.
4. Check with account rendered by
laundry
.
X. Figuring cost of cleaning rugs.
1. Cost of cleaning figured by
the square yard.
2. Finding the number of square
yards in a given rug or frac-
tion thereof.
3. Finding Hie total number of
square yards represented in
the number of rugs sent to
the cleaners.
4. Figuring the total cost to be
anticipated.
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5. Checking the cleaning bill with
expected bill.
C one 1 ae ion
These problems should be solved as
they arise. For class purposes, such problems
may be read to the girls in order to inform
them that such problems are actually arithmetic
problems of the type they are likely to meet in
life. Needless to say
,
girls recognize this
fact. Class use, as suggested, merely serves
to reassure them that life is not 'hard* - as
school experience may have led them to believe.
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